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universe.
Only
the
people,
through electoral strength or access to a legislative
body, can
implement
what they think is
best for them. This does not
mean, however, that range managers and range economists cannot and should not help direct
the change in policy so that it
will be as equitable and efficient
as possible to all parties. More
work needs to be done on the
marginal-value
product and marginal costs of grazing, the returns
and costs of improvements, formulas for determining
fees, measuring capitalized values, and determination
of values and costs
associated with other uses. Perhaps through this work a politically
feasible
means
can be
found for obtaining incremental
fee increases with a minimum
economic stress on the users of
Federal lands.
The American people are not
adverse to change, and one thing
we can hold before the world is
the way we adapt and change
policy. Therefore, as long as we
maintain
our present form of
government,
changes in grazing
fee policy should continue to be
incremental
and reflective
of
electoral strength.
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What is Range Management?’
L. A. STODDART
Head, Department of Range Science,
Utah State University, Logan, Utah.

RANGE MANAGEMENT
is
the care of natural grazing lands.
It may be further defined
as
planning and administering
the
use of rangeland to obtain maximum livestock or game production consistent with conservation
of the range resources.
1 Reprinted with modifications from
Encyclopedia
Americana
by permission of the publishers,
Grolier
Incorporated,
New York.

In defining
the term range,
distinction
should be made between a ranch and a farm. All
gradations between the two may
exist. Typically, however, a farm
is smaller and the major product
is of the vegetable
kingdom,
grown on plowed land. A ranch
is larger, the major product is
animal, and the animals are produced on unplowed land called
range. Usually range remains unplowed because it is not suited to
plowing. Often this is a result of
precipitation
being too low to
support farm crops. It may also
be a result of Steen
L mountainous

terrain
rocky,

or of soil
or shallow

too infertile,
for economic

farming.
It should not be concluded that
farms are not important in livestock production. Actually, farms
in the United States produce
more livestock feed than ranges.
Farm feed is hay and grain
which is harvested and fed to
penned livestock or it may be
pasture forage which the animals
harvest themselves by grazing.
The terms pasture and range
should be clarified. Pasture usually refers to small, fenced grazing lands
which
have
been

RANGE
plowed and planted to improved
species of grasses or legumes.
Pastures are typically part of a
farm;
indeed
pasture
grasses
often are rotated with other crops
on the farm.
Range, as has been pointed out,
is an adjunct of the ranching
business. The land may or may
not be fenced, but if it is fenced,
the units are much larger than
the usual farm pasture. Range
supports native vegetation
such
as prairie
grasses and desert
shrubs. Trees may occur in large
numbers and the land therefore
be called a forest. But, if grazed,
it still properly may be called a
range, also. Occasionally,
ranges,
just as pastures, may be seeded
to introduced
grasses. These
seeded ranges are usually larger
than pastures and are not cared
for so intensively as typical pastures. Also range seedings usually are more permanent
than
pasture seedings.
Low productivity
of most
range land requires that ranchers have large areas to produce
an income sufficient to maintain
a family. In the United States,
such large areas may be uneconomical to own, hence publiclyowned lands often are leased to
supplement private range. Some
50% of the range lands remain in
public ownership, mostly under
jurisdiction
of the Bureau
of
Land Management
and the Forest Service.
America’s western ranch country has been so fabled by television, novels, and western magazines that it is famous throughout the world. But range livestock production is by no means
confined
to the West, nor, indeed, to the United States. The
Southeastern and Gulfcoast lands
of the United States are increasingly important
grazing
areas.
Improved
livestock
and forage
plants and cheaper soil fertilizers
have
increased
production
of
these areas tremendously.
Major
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range grazing regions outside the
United States include Australia,
southern, central, and northern
Africa,
South
America,
and
southern Siberia,
Actually,
western
America’s
range activity
today
differs
greatly from the legendary picture. The open-range
or freerange of the pioneering era has
all but passed. These valuable
lands now are almost all closely
controlled. Fences are being built
at a pace that will soon enclose
even the most remote ranges.
The pickup or jeep has replaced
many of the horses. Longhorns
have been replaced by quality
cattle, often purebreds. Hay and
other supplemental
feeds have
alleviated much of the old fear
of blizzard and drought. But the
western visitor today can still
see the hard-riding
cowboy, the
roundup, and the picturesque
flocks of sheep being driven to
new range.
Range
animals
are largely
breeding livestock
which produce calves and lambs. The midwestern states are the main feeding area to which many of the
range-grown
calves and lambs
are shipped to be fattened on
grain.
In southern climates,
where
winters are mild, livestock
remain yearlong on the range and
may spend their lives on the
same range. But in the North,
deep snows prohibit winter grazing on some ranges. This makes
necessary yearly migration from
snowy high - elevation r an g e t o
low-elevation
winter range or to
feed yards. By moving in this
way, many ranch sheep spend
all of the year on range, but
most cattle in the North spend
part of the year on farm fields
or in feed yards where they subsist on hay.
Range cattle, even on unfenced
range, are normally not attended
by herders, although the range
rider may move them about on
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the range at frequent intervals.
Many range sheep, however, are
constantly under supervision of
herders. A herder may tend a
flock of 1000 to 3000 sheep and
he more or less directs their
movements at all times.
Changes

on the Range

Important changes are occuring in Western United States.
Extensive and cheap lands were
the foundation
of the ranching
business. Tremendous increase in
human populations
and improved
transnortation
facilities
are fast reducing
the isolation
that once made the open-range
possible in the West. With increased accessibility
there is
great demand for land and it is
no longer cheap.
Increasing human populations
leave less space for ranching.
But even more important, people require land for recreation
and they need great volumes of
water to drink, run industrial
machines, and irrigate
farms.
Both recreation
and water are
land products
which compete
with grazing. Watersheds
often
are reserved from other uses to
insure plentiful supply of pure
water. Recreation involves space
for picnicking
and sight-seeing.
It involves
steady and undisturbed streams for fishing. Most
important
to the rancher, this
demand for recreation
involves
increased game numbers for the
hunter. These animals
require
forage, much of which was formerly available for livestock.
Management
of public ranges
already has been marked by a
decided de-emphasis of livestock
grazing and increased attention
to rival land uses. All this is part
of a tremendous and permanent
change marking
an inevitable
end of the American frontierthe final conquering of the West
by civilization.
More and more, the rancher
must depend upon intensive use
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of the range with less area at his
disposal. More
supplemental
feeds, better
livestock
quality,
and careful husbandry are rapidly replacing
the limitless
free
range, isolation,
large numbers
of inferior-quality
livestock, and
the irresponsibility
that marked
pioneer western ranching.
Management

of fhe Range

The objective
of range management is maximum production
of meat and wool without damage to the land. Too optimistic
estimates of the grazing capacity
of ranges throughout
the world
in the past have resulted
too
often in overgrazing
and deterioration
of the vegetation.
Where misuse was continued to
the point of devegetation,
soil
erosion and devastation
of the
land resulted. The modern range
manager’s chief duty often is to
prevent
further
damage to the
land and to restore it to its original condition.
The technical
manager
must
have at his command a complex
methodology
enabling
him to
foresee changes in the vegetation
and deterioration
of the land resource. He must be able to estimate grazing capacity, which is
a product
of both
kind
and
amount of vegetation.
Grazing
capacity
is also influenced
by
amount
and distribution
of
drinking water for the animals,
topography of the land, and time
of grazing. The manager
must
be able to appraise utilization of
the forage so as to avoid overuse. He must also determine the
range condition
or the actual
forage-producing
performance
of
the land as compared to its capability. The range trend also is
important,
i.e. whether the condition is improving or deteriorating.
Scientific
range
management
is based upon an understanding
of botany, especially
plant ecology, physiology,
and taxonomy.
Of almost equal importance,

however,
is animal husbandry.
Understanding
animal nutrition
and the complexities
of animal
behavior and animal care is fundamental
to complete
understanding of range management.
It should not be concluded that
knowing botany and animal husbandry makes one a range manager. Range management
is a science in its own right. There are
16 American
universities
which
give degrees in range management. The Range Management
Education
Council is an organization of western
universities
which studies range teaching
programs
and standardizes
college curricula in range management.
Phases of Management
Major
phases
of scientific
range management
include the
following:
1. Deciding proper grazing use.
This involves
selection
of the
correct kind of grazing animal,
i.e. cattle, sheep, game, or some
combination.
It also involves
making a forage resource inventory to aid in determining
the
right numbers
of animals,
the
season of year they are to be
grazed, and the best grazing system. The grazing system may include such things as how to herd
sheep and how to rotate the grazing between
different
areas of
range and different
seasons of
the year.
2. Improving
forage production. Forage yield sometimes may
be improved by seeding new and
better forage species, killing undesirable and sometimes poisonous weeds and brush to allow
better growth of more palatable
forage,
fertilizing
the
soil,
spreading
flood-water
over adjacent
land, and poisoning
insects and rodents.
3. Increasing usability of range.
Many ranges have rough topography and poorly distributed
watering places so that it is dif-

ficult to get uniform grazing use,
especially when the animals are
unattended
by herders.
This
problem can be solved in part
by building
properly
located
fences to control distribution
of
the animals. Developing
new
water holes, digging wells, and
building storage
reservoirs
or
tanks will enable the animals to
reach distant parts of the range
without excessive
travel
for
water. Placing salt in ungrazed
portions of the range helps draw
stock to these areas. Building
trails will aid animals to reach
mountainous
lands normally inaccessible.
4. Managing
the livestock.
Profit from the ranch and efficiency of range land use are directly
influenced
by the husbandry
of the livestock.
The
manager should know the effect
of nutrition
on reproduction,
weight gain, and wool yield. The
cost and return from supplemental feeding of livestock
on the
range must be studied. The problems of livestock
buying
and
marketing
are complex and affect ranch income directly. Animal breeding influences
quality
and yield of livestock. The manager must know good livestock
quality and how to emphasize it
through an understanding
of genetics. Diseases must be known
and avoided or cured.
Proper
protection
and care of livestock
are especially
important
during
calving or lambing and during
cold winter months.
5. Correlating
grazing
with
other land uses. As range land
becomes
increasingly
less isolated from society,
uses other
than grazing become more and
more important
in management
decisions.
The manager
of private range is primarily
a stock
raiser, but he often finds it economically desirable and socially
necessary to consider other land
uses in planning his operations.
Even more so, the manager
of
public ranges is involved in the
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social aspects of multiple use of
land and must decide the relative importance
to society
of
hunting, fishing, sightseeing, pic-

nicking, growing
trees, or producing water. Livestock grazing
must be properly correlated with
these other uses so that the mul-
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Response of Forage Grasses
to Rhodesgrass Scale1 2
Michael F. Schuster
Lower Rio Grande Valley Research
and Extension Center, Texas A&M
University, Weslaco, Texas.

Highlight
Yields of 38 species of nafive and
introduced grasses were found fo be
significantly reduced by scale infesfaiion. Grasses are grouped info
ihree classes: (1) grasses with reduced yields, (2) grasses infested but
nof affected and (3) resistant grasses.
Twenty-eight new hosts of rhodesgrass scale are recorded. The data
indicated that rhodesgrass scale is
of economic importance in south
Texas.

Losses in forage yield which
could
be attributed
solely
to
rhodesgrass scale, Antonina graminis
(Mask.)
have not been
determined by research.
Chada
and Wood (1950) reported that
entire stands of rhodesgrass,
Chloris gayanu, were destroyed
by the scale, and that besides
rhodesgrass, johnsongrass
(Sorghum hulepense,
bermudagrass
(Cynodon ducty Zen, and St. Augustinegrass
(Stenotuphrum
secundutum
(Walt.)
Kuntze),
were the preferred hosts. Most
other hosts were only lightly infested. However,
no data were
presented
to substantiate
this
observation.
Hosts of rhodesgrass scale in Queensland have
been recorded also, but no quan1 Homoptera:
Coccidae
2 Acknowledgements
are due Frank
Gould and W. G. McCuZZy, Range
Science, Texas A&M University,
and Nit Diaz, King Ranch for aid
in the identification
of grass species.

tiple uses will least
with each other and so
land-use program, in its
will benefit society the

interfere
that the
entirety,
most.

8

Table 1. Grass species affected by rhodesgrass scale determined by greenhouse clipping, Class I, Weslaco.
Scientific

name

Common

1. Andropogon
saccharoides var.
Zangipaniculatus Swartz Gould
saccharoides var.
2. Andropogon
torreyanus
(Swartz) Steud.) Hack
3. Aristida wrightii Nash
4. Bothriochloa barbinodis Lag.
5. Bothriochloa hybridus Gould
6. Boutelouu trifida Thurb.
7. Brachiaria ciliatissima (Buckl.) Chase
8. Cenchrus ciliaris L.
9. Cenchrus incertus M.A. Curtis
10. Cenchrus myosuroides H.B.K.
11. Chloris ciliata Swartz
12. Chloris cucullata Bisch.
13. Chloris gayana Kunth
14. Chloris Zatisquamea Nash
C. Muell.
15. Chloris subdolichostachya
16. Cynodon dactylon (L.) Pers.
17. Digitaria californica (Benth.) Henrard
18. Digitaria patens (Swallen) Henrard
19. Eragrostis intermedia Hitchc.
20. Eragrostis Zugens Nees
21. Eragrostis magastachya Link
22. Eragrostis oxylepis var. oxylepis
(Torr.) Torr.
23. Eragrostis sessilispica Buckl.
24. Eragrostis trichodes var. trichodes
(Nutt.) Wood
25. Leptochloa dubia (H.B.K.) Nees
26. Panicum filipes Scribn.
27. Panicum haZZii Vasey
roseum (Nees)
28. Rhynchelytrum
Stapf. & Hubb.
29. Setaria geniculata (Lam) Beauv.
30. Setaria macrostachya H.B.K.
31. Setaria scheelei (Steud.) Hitchc.
32. Setaria texana Emery
33. Setaria verticillata (L.) Beauv.
34. Sorghum halepense (L.) Pers.
(Torr.) Gray
35. Sporobolus cryptandrus
36. Trichloris crinita (Lag.) Parodi
37. Trichloris pluriflora Fourn.
(Vasey)
38. Vaseyochloa multinervosa
Hitchc.
1 New host record for rhodesgrass

name

Longspike

silver bluestem’

Silver bluestem
Wright’s threeawnl
Cane sourgrassl
Hybrid sourgrassl
Red gramal
Fringed signalgrass
Buffel sandbur
Coast sandburl
Big sandburl
Fringed windmillgrass
Hooded windmillgrass
Rhodesgrass
Nash windmillgrassl
Shortspike windmillgrassl
Bermudagrass
Arizona cottontopl
Texas cottontopl
Plains lovegrassl
Mourning lovegrassl
Stinkgrassl
Red lovegrass’
Tumble lovegrassl
Sand lovegrass
Green sprangletopl
Filly panicuml
Halls panicgrass
Natalgrass
Knotroot bristlegrass
HBK bristlegrassl
Southwestern bristlegrassl
Texas bristlegrassl
H,ooked bristlegrass
Johnsongrass
Sand dropseedl
Twoflowered
trichlorisl
Fourflowered trichloris
Texasgrass

scale in North America.

